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2,587,603 

TURB.NE BLADE GRINDING MACHINE 
Sigmund A. Czarnecki, Glastonbury, Conn., as 
signor to United Aircraft Corporation, East 
Hartford, Conn., a corporation of Delaware 
Application May 17, 1949, Serial No. 93,649 

20 Claims. (Cl. 51-43) 
1. 

This invention relates to a blade grinding 
machine, and particularly to a machine for 
grinding turbine blades with an abrasive carry 
ing belt. . . 

An object of this invention is to accurately and 
automatically shape, by grinding, the irregular 
contour of a turbine blade. A further object is 
to grind the turbine blades with a substantial 
line contact to reduce heat distortion in grind 
ing. A Still further object is to provide mech 
anism which will cause the abrasive belt by re 
peated passes to accurately form the irregular 
contour throughout the desired area. A further 
object is to provide a simple and efficient ma 
chine for rapidly shaping irregularly shaped 
articles. w 

Other and additional objects and advantages 
will be apparent from the following specification 
and claims and from the accompanying draw 
ings in which - 

Fig. 1 is a front elevation of the grinding ma 
chine; 

Fig. 2 is a side elevation as seen from the right 
side of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a top view of the grinder of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 4 is a section taken on line 4-4 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 5 is a view taken along the line 5-5 of 

Fig. 4; 
Fig. 6 is a sectional view taken along the lines 

6-6 of Fig. 4; 
Fig. 7 is a view similar to Fig. 6 showing a 

modified form of cam with the cam and form 
ing apparatus in operative position; 

Fig. 8 is a section along line 8-8 of Fig. 7; 
Fig. 9 is a section along line 9-9 of Fig. 7; 
Fig. 10 is a section along line fo-fo of Fig. 4 

showing the stop mechanism ?? 
Fig. 11 is a sectional view on the line f-f 

of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 12 is a section through the form and blade support; 
Fig. 13 is a schematic diagram of the belt 

tracting mechanism. 
Turbine blades generally have an irregular 

carefully calculated curved convex airfoil sur 
face on one side and a similar concave surface 
On the other side. 

In the manufacture of turbine blades, and 
particularly blades for gas turbines, it has been 
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ing of the blade contours by hand operation in 
order to obtain the necessary calculated irregular 
contour to give an efficient gas flow. This has 
been a particularly tedious and costly process 
because the material of which the blades are 
made is quite dificult to machine in comparison . 
with the ordinary steel, and because removing 
material from these blades manually by means 
of a grinding or buffing wheel causes local distor 
tion and a resulting change in the configuration 
of the blade. It thus becomes very difficult to 
manufacture a blade which will fit the contour 
gauges and not be subject to the material distor 
tion due to the local or spot heating caused by 
the hand wheel-grinding. 

I found it necessary to develop means for pre 
senting the work to the abrasive belt and the 
means for positioning the form roll with respect 
to the belt and the work. I also found it neces 
sary to develop a new mechanism for positioning 
the belt on the rollers and preventing it from 
oscillating with respect to the work. This ma 
chine, which will be described hereinafter, has 
been found to accurately and rapidly reproduce 
any desired turbine blade shape which has been 
tried, and to reproduce the blade contour to 
within limits of five-thousandths of an inch or 
less even when materially more stock had to be 
removed from some portions of the blade forging 
than other portions, 
The operating part of the machine in general 

and as shown in Fig. 1, comprises an abrasive 
belt 20 threaded over beit Supporting surfaces of 
a driving pulley 22, a centering pulley 24, a ten 
sioning pulley 26 and a form roll 28. A motor 33 
drives pulley 22 to drive belt 2 in the direction 
shown by the arrows in Fig. 1. 
A turbine blade 3 is held in a support 32 which 

oscillates or rotates in timed relation with form 
roll 28. The abrasive belt 2 travels transverse 
to the turbine blade and is forced into contact 
therewith by the form roll 28 to thereby remove 
stock to give the blade a preselected shape. 
Althgugh in the now preferred embodiment 

and as shown in the drawing the blade and form 
oscillate in timed relation, it will be understood 
that the blade and form may, if desired, rotate 
in timed relation, making complete revolutions 
as distingt from oscillating. Two or more blades customary to do the major portion of the form- 50 may then be carried by the work support at one 
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time. In such a construction the blade and form 
may be driven in timed relation by a bevel gear 
train or a Worm and wheel construction and 
the drive taken through a sliding spline for a 
gear or Splined telescoped shafts to provide for 
relative vertical movement of the blade and 
form. 

Structurally the machine in general comprises 
a main frame or base 34 Supporting columns 36 
and 38 which in turn support a platform 40 on 
their upper ends. Bolted on to the main frame 
34 at the front thereof is a Sub-assembly indi 
cated generally at 42 which carries the blade 
support 32 and the mechanism for Oscillating the 
blade Support shown generally at 44 (Fig. 1). A 
carriage generally indicated at 46 is mounted 
for vertical adjustment on columns 36 and may 
be clamped in adjusted position by clamps i8. 
Carriage 46 acts as a support for motor 30, driv 
ing pulley 22, tensioning pulley 26 and indirectly 
for other mechanism about to be described. 
Mounted on the carriage 46 is a slide or frame 
Work generally indicated at 50 adapted to slide 
vertically in gib 52. Slide 50 carries form roll 
28 and centering pulley 24 as well as the mecha 
nism for operating the centering roll and the 
mechanism for oscillating the form roll. 
The vertical position of carriage 46 with re 

spect to the base 34 may be adjusted by a Screw 
6. The position of the slide 50 with respect to 
the carriage 46 is determined by a cam 54, car 
ried by carriage 46, and follower 56 mounted on 
spindle 58 carried by slide 50 hereinafter de 
Scribed in more detail. The slide 50 is continu 
ously urged upwardly by a piston and cylinder 
62, thus urging the follower 56 carried by slide 
50 into contact with the cam 54 carried by car 
riage 46 normally clamped to columns 36 and 38. 
From the above brief description it will be ap 

parent that the work Support is located in a fixed 
vertical position by being secured to the base 
34 and that the form roll 28 is carried by a slide 
50 which may be moved vertically in the gib 52 
by cam 54 and follower 56 to position the form 
roll with respect to the work. 
The final position of the form roll with respect 

to the work is determined by the position of car 
riage 46 which in turn is adjusted by the screw 60. 

Provision is made for successive passes of the 
work with respect to the belt by oscillating the 
work and form roll in timed relation and for in 
termittently moving cam 54 in step by step move 
ment so as to force the form roll toward the Work 
in predetermined steps. Hence, each time that 
the Work Oscillates under the form roll the rela 
tive vertical positions of the work and form roll 
are adjusted so as to remove a limited predeter 
mined amount of Stock at each pass. 
By running the abrasive belt transversely over 

the blades, and having the belt approximately 
as wide as the surface of the turbine blade to be 
ground, it is possible to grind the entire length 
of the blade surface in one pass. It will be ap 
preciated that, due to the relative rolling ac 
tion of the form and blade, the grinding will 
take place along a substantially line contact. 
The blade 3 to be ground is mounted in a sup 
port 32 and accurately positioned by locating pins 
64 (Fig. 4), and clamped and rigidly held in its 
Support by clamp 66. Support 32 is mounted on 
a Spindle 68 which in turn is mounted in bear 
ings for oscillating movement in a frame 70 
which in turn is mounted on the base 34. 
A gear 12 keyed to spindle 68 is driven by rack 

74 to oscillate the spindle and the work carried 
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4. 
thereby. Rack 4 is mounted on slide 76 which 
is slidably mounted in slots in frame 70. Screws 
78 passing through slots in slide 76 serve to hold 
the slide in position and also guide it in its re 
ciprocating movement. Slide 76 is driven from 
another slide 80 by means of a latch 82 carried by 
slide 89 and a pin 84 carried by slide T6. Slide 
8 reciprocates in a slot in frame 0 and is held 
in position by a Screw 86. Latch 82 may be op 
erated under certain conditions to be described 
later to disconnect slide 80 from slide 76 So that 
operation of slide 80 Will have no effect on slide 
76. A leaf spring 88 continuously urges latch 82 
into latching position as shown in Figure 7. Slide 
80 is reciprocated by a pin and crank mechanism 
Shown generally at 44 driven by a motor 92 se 
cured to any Suitable Support such as the Sup 
port on which the frame or base 34 is mounted. 
As shown in Figure 9 the stroke of the slide 80 
may be adjusted by positioning the adjustable 
crank pin 94 in the slot 96 in the plate 98. A 
resilient connection 00 is provided between the 
crank pin 94 and the sleeve 80 to prevent break 
age of the parts in the event of jamming of the 
slide 80 or its connected parts and also to provide 
for any desired adjustment. 
From the mechanismº just described, it is ob 

vious that the operation of motor 92 and the pin 
and crank mechanism 44 will when the latch 82 
is in latching position reciprocate rack 74 and 
thus oscillate spindle 68 and the turbine blade 
carried thereby. 
Form roll 28 is keyed to spindle 58 which is 

mounted in slide 50. Also keyed to spindle 58 is a 
gear 92 which meshes with a rack 04 carried 
by a slide 86 slidably positioned in a slot in slide 
50. Slide O6 is held in position and additionally 
guided by screws 8 passing through slots in 
side (6 and into slide 50 as ShoWn in Figure 8. 
Slide 06 is connected to and driven from Slide 
76 by means of pins O carried by slide f6 and 
receivable in SocketS 2 in Slide 76 When slide 
50 is in its lowered or operative position as shown 
in Figure 7. A catch 4, carried by slide 06 is 
adapted to co-act with a projection 6 formed 
on the end of pivoted arm 8 having a common 
pivot with latch 82 so that when slide 50 is raised 
carrying with it slide 06, catch f4 will lift arm 
8 to thereby unlatch 82 from pin 84 as shown 

in Figure 6, latch 82 being lifted by pin 20 car 
ried by arm i 8, spring and plunger mechanism 
90 serving to hold arm f8 and latch 82 in the 
elevated position. 
This mechanism prevents the racks 94 and 

74 and their associated gears from inadvertently 
getting out. of register while in the separated 
position in the event the crank mechanism 4.4 
should be inadvertently operated. 
As the slide 50 decends a pin 22 carried by 

slide 06 contacts pivoted arm 8 forcing it 
downwardly to bring latch 82 into latching posi 
tion with pin 84 after connecting pins 0 have 
started into sockets 2. Spring and plunger 
mechanism 90 will now hold arm 8 in its low 
ered position. With the mechanism thus far de 
Scribed, it is apparent that operation of the pin 
and crank mechanism 44 will oscillate gears 12 
and 02 in timed relation and will thus Oscillate 
the turbine blade 3 to be ground and the form 
roll 28 in timed relation. 
As indicated above, carriage 46 is vertically ad 

justable on . columns 36 and 38 and carries the 
abrasive belt and indirectly the form roll 28 so 
that the vertical position of carriage 46 deter 
mines the final position of the form roll with re 
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spect to blade 3 being grQund. The vertical po 
sition of carriage 46 is adjusted by screw 60 
threaded into carriage 6 and supported on plat 
form 40. A dial 24 secured to the upper end 
of screw 60 may be utilized to turn the screw and 
indicate the position of carriage 46. When the 
carriage has been adjusted to the desired posi 
tion it may be held in position by being clamped 
to columns 36 and 38 by clamps 48. Cam 54 is 
mounted on shaft 26 which in turn is rotatably 
mounted in bearings in carriage 46 (Figure 4). 
Provision is made for turning shaft 26 in a step 
by Step motion from the reciprocating motion of 
spindle 58. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, spindle 
58 has an arm 28 keyed to the end opposite the 
form roll, which arm carries a roll 30. Two 
slides 32 and 34 are mounted for reciprocating 
movement in grooves in carriage 46. These Slides 
carry depending lugs 36 and 38, respectively 
which have opposed vertical faces 40 and 42 re 
spectively. Roll 30, near the end of each os 
cillation induced by oscillation of the spindle 5S, 
contacts one or the other of vertical faces 40, 42. 
Slide 32 is Spring pressed to the left, as seen in 
Figure 5, by spring 44 against a stop 46. When 
roll 3) contacts face 40 it will move side 32 to 
the right. Rack 48 carried by slide 32, is ac 
cordingly noved to the right and gear 59 in 
mesh therewith is rotated in a counterclockwise 
direction as seen in Figure 5. Gear 50 is bolted 
to an arm 52 freely rotatable on shaft 26 and 
carrying a Spring pressed pawl 5A. Pawl 54 co 
acts with ratchet 56 keyed to shaft 26 so that 
counterclockwise movement of the ratchet carry 
ing arm 52, as seen in Figure 5, will turn the 
shaft 26 and thus turn cam 54. The amount of 
movement is determined by the neutral or central 
position of slide 32 which in turn is determined 
by adjustable stop 46. 

Oscillation of the arm 28 and roll 30 to the 
left as seen in Figure 5, will cause roll 3 to con 
tact face 42 near the end of its oscillation and 
thus move slide 34 to the left as seen in Figure 
5, against the action of spring f 58. Rack 6, 
carried by slide 34, will, therefore, move to the 
left and rotate gear 59 in a counterclockwise di 
rection thus moving ratchet 56 and cam 54 in 
the same direction as previously described in con 
nection with the movement of slide 32. It will 
be understood that springs 44 and 58 return the 
slides 32 and 34 to the central position shown 
in Figure 5 after each oscillation. 

It will thus be apparent that as spindle 58 is 
OScillated to oscillate the form roll 28, cam. 54 will 
be actuated at the end of each oscillation. As 
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thereby manually turn shaft 26 and the caim 54 
and thus manually position the form roll 28. 
As has been described above, spindle 58 car 

ries a cam follower 56 which cooperates with cam 
54 to position slide 5 with respect to carriage 
46. The hydraulic or air cylinder and piston 62, 
being supplied with air or liquid under pressure 
from any suitable source, not shown, continuously 
urges slide 50 upward, Spindle 58 being carried 
entirely by slide 50 is accordingly also continu 
oUs?y urged upward and eam i follower 56 being 
carried by spindle 58 is thus continuously urged 
into contact with cam 54. Cam 54 being posi. 
tioned by slide 46 which in turn is clamped to co 
umns 36 and 38, therefore, serves to position slide 
50 with respect to the blade 3 being ground. As 
eam 54 rotates in counterclockwise direction as 
seen in Figure 7, it will contact the follower roll 
56 first at A and then at B. As the cam moves; 
over the follower roll from A towards B it grad 
ually forces the form roll toward the work piece 
thus forcing the abrasive belt into contact with 
the Work piece. After the form roll passes point 
B and reaches point C the slide 50 and the form 
roll will be withdrawn upwardly by the action. 
of the piston and cylinder 62 to remove the abra 
Sive belt from proximity to the blade 3 so that 
the finished blade may now be removed and an 
other blade to be finished inserted. As cam 4 
moves over the follower roll from position C to 
position. A the slide 50 and can roll 28 are again 
forced down into working relation with the new 
blade 3 thus again forcing the abrasive belt 
into contact with the blade. 
The extent of oscillation is adjusted by means 

Of crank pin 94 So that the blade is moved out of 
contact with the abrasive belt between successive 
passes at each end of the oscillation so that op 
eration of ratchet wheel 56 to advance the cam 
54 and form 28 will take place between successive 
paSSes and while the belt is out of contact with 
the Work and no grinding is taking place. 

It is possible to make almost any desired shape 
of turbine blade in this machine and it will be 
observed that, as the abrasive belt extends the 
full length of the blade as it travels transversely 
thereover, the entire length of the blade is sub 
jected to the abrasive action at the same time. 
The feeding of the belt toward the work and the 
Consequent pressure exerted thereby, is accurately 
controlled by means of the cam so that distortion 

5 Will be explained more fully hereinafter, this 
aOvement of the cam 54 will serve to advance the 
form 28 toward the blade work piece 3 while the 
abrasive belt, positioned by the form roll 28, is 
Out of contact with the blade 3. Pawl 54 has 
an extension 62 extending through a stationary 
slotted arcuate member 66 and carries a nut 66 
On the opposite side of the arcuate member. 
Arcuate member 64 is carried by a rod 68 
mounted for vertical reciprocation in carriage 
46. Rod 68 may be vertically lifted from its po 
sition shown in Figure 5 by means of a lever 7), 
pin 72, shaft 74 and a handle 76 to thereby 
lift the pawl 54 out of operative engagement 
with the ratchet 56 while permitting the arm 
52 to continue to oscillate if desired. With the 
automatic feed thus disconnected it is possible 
by removing cap 78 at the front of slide 50 to 
insert a wrench through the hole 80 in slide 50 
and on to a milled portion 182 of shaft 26 to 
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due to local heating is thus entirely eliminated 
or greatly reduced over that which results from 
the normal hand grinding or buffing. The form 
roll 28 used is preferably a non-yielding roll of 
hardened steel or the like. The blade has been 
shown in a position for use with a form roll for 
forming the outside or convex portion of the 
blade. It will be understood that by the use of 
an appropriate form roll the inside or concave 
portion of the blade can be accurately ground with 
equal facility. 
AS was done in shaping the form for guiding the 

beit in grinding the aluminum blade in the ma 
chine in my Patent No. 2,426,764, the form in this 
machine is shaped to provide a developed impres 
Sion of a surface of a finished work piece therein 
by inserting a master blade in the blade support or 
fixture 32 and reversing the belt 20 so that the 
abrasive side of the belt is adjacent the form roil. 
By then running the belt and oscillating the form 
and blade in the manner just described for grind 
ing the blade, the master blade will serve as a 
former for guiding the abrasive belt to properly 
shape the form roll. By then again reversing the 
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belt so that the abrasive side is outside the shaped 
form roll 28 will act to guide the belt in a manner 
to reproduce on a forging clamped in fixture 32, 
the form or shape of the master blade Which was 
used to make the form roll 28. It is thus neces 
sary only to provide a master blade which may be 
utilized to shape the form roll and it is not neces 
sary to go through the tedious process of design 
ing and then machining a form roll to produce the 
desired blade shape. 

in some shapes where there is a sharp change 
in the contour of the article being produced it has 
been found that the resulting shape of the form 
roll had a tendency to cause the belt to grind off 
portions of the work piece where it was not de 
sired. This was particularly true in grinding the 
leading and trailing edges of the turbine blade 
where it was found that if the belt. were pushed 
down far enough by the form roll to properly 
shape the leading and trailing edges it would tend 
to remove an undesired amount of Stock from a 
portion of the blade adjacent the leading edge. 
This was due to the more or less sharp contours 
required in the form roll. I have found, however, 
that by employing an auxiliary cam 84, Figure 6, 
in place of follower roll 56 (Figure 7), I can change 
the shape of the form roll So as to make it very 
nearly cylindrical while still retaining a peripheral 
depression therein constituting a developed in 
pression of a surface of a finished Work piece 
capable of forming the same irregular shape that 
would be produced by a form roll having reentrant 
portions which might cause an uncontrolled or 
undesired grinding. The auxiliary cam 84 co 
acts with cam 54 in the same manner as described 
in connection with follower roll 56 except that 
instead of being mounted on bearings for free 
rotation with respect to spindle 58, as is roll 56, 
auxiliary cam i 84 is keyed to Spindle 58 to oscil 
late there with. Spindle 58 thus acts as means 
for positioning cam 84 with respect to slide or 
framework 5. In the form shown in Figure 6 
auxiliary cam 84 will move form roll 28 toward 
blade 3 í as it approaches the end of each oscilla 
tion. iihis Was the portion of the form roll that 
had a high spot thereon in forming certain types 
of blades in the device shown in Figure 7. By 
thus moving the form roll downward by means of 
an auxiliary can l84, Figure 6, it is possible to 
do away with this high spot on the form roller 
a.ind thus provide a form roll which approaches 
a cylinder and which will not carry the abrasive 
belt into contact with any portion of the blade 
except the desired portions. 

In order to keep the belt 23 in position, trans 
versely of the form roll and the pulieyS, and longi 
tudinally of the blade 3, I provide a tracking 
nechanism which consists essentially of a center 
ing pulley 24 pivoted for Oscillation transversely 
of the belt, and a feeler mechanism indicated gen 
erally at 86 for detecting any misalignment of 
the belt and transferring this misalignment into 
a correcting movement of the centering pulley 24. 
he detecting mechanism, Figures 1, 11 and 13, 

comprises a support 88 carrying two Series of 
nozzles, four fixed nozzles 2 Í 1 being shown in each 
series in the drawings, each nozzle having an out 
let 22. These nozzles control the bleeding of air 
from a double acting cylinder and piston 90, 91, 
Figure 3, which is connected by means of a crank 
E32 to a yoke 94 pivoted at 96 on a frame 98 
bolted on to and extending out from slide 50. 
Froni timis construction it Will be apparent that 
movement of the piston 9 in the piston and 
cylinder device 99, 9 Will oscillate yoke 94. 
carrying centering roll 24, about pivot 96. This 
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movement will cause the belt 20 to move trans 
versely in one direction or the other as the roll 24 
is oscillated in one direction or the other. The 
nozzles of the detecting device 86 are located 
directly under belt 26 and in contact therewith 
so as to be normally closed by the belt. The Sup 
ply of air for the cylinder 90 comprises two sepa 
rate lines 206 and 202 each having a regulatable 
restricted orifice therein between the Source of 
supply and the cylinder. The air may be supplied 
from any suitable Source, not shown. Separate 
bleed lines 284, 206 lead from the opposite ends 
of the cylinder 99 to the separate detecting 
mechanisms 28, 2f ). The restrictions in the line 
20 and 282 are enough smaller than the outlets 
22 in the detecting mechanism So that when 
the belt 2 uncovers a nozzle on one side and 
covers a nozzle on the other it will bleed the 
pressure from the side of the piston 9 connected 
with the uncovered nozzle causing a reduction in 
pressure on that side Suficient to cause movement 
of the piston 9 by the pressure on the other side. 
This movement of the piston 9 immediately 
produces the corrective action necessary to restore 
the belt to its central position. 
The belt tension is maintained by pulley 26 

mounted on pivoted plate 24 and urged in a di 
rection to maintain tension on the belt by a 
weight 23 connected to the plate 24 by the 
chord 38 extending over a pulley 22. 
While the final size of the finished blade can 

be determined by proper positioning of carriage 
436 by screw 63, the final size may also be deter 
mined by operation of a micro-switch 222 mount 
ed on carriage 3 and operated by an arm. 224 
Secured y any suitable means such as set Screw 
228 to rod. 226 to shut off the power to the abrasive 
beit when the forin roll 23 has reached a prede 
termined position to give the blade its final size. 

it will be appreciated that by the use of suit 
able belts and abrasives the turbine blade may 
be finished and polished as well as being ground 
to size. 

If desired a coolant may be used in the grinding 
or polishing operation. 

It is to be understood that the invention is not 
limited to the specific embodiment herein illus 
trated and described, but may be used in other 
ways Without departure from its spirit. 

claim: 
1. In a na Chine for forming turbine blades or 

the like, a belt having an abrasive side and a 
Smooth Side, a blade Support, a form adjacent 
Said Support for positioning said belt relative to 
a blade Secured to Said support and conforming 
Said belt to form the desired blade shape, means 
for moving the adjacent surfaces of said form 
and blade in timed relation with the belt pass 
ing between then, means for moving said belt 
relative to Said form and said blade with the 
abrasive side of said belt facing said blade, said 
Surface noving means and said form alternately 
bringing Said abrasive side and said blade into 
and out of Contact in successive passes, means 
relatively Spacing Said form and said support and 
means for determining the spacing of said form 
and Said Support while said abrasive side and said 
blade are in contact, means for automatically 
effecting adjustment of said determining means 
to effect relative adjustment of said form and 
Said blade Support toward each other and to de 
termine the Spacing of said form and said sup 
port while said abrasive side and said belt are 
in contact including means for effecting said ad 
justment in Steps in timed relation to move 
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ment of said form between said successive passes 
and when said abrasive is out of contact With 
Said blade. . 

2. In a belt grinder, having an adjustable belt 
positioning and shaping form, and a Work Slap 
port, and having means for passing an abiasive 
belt between said form and said Support for 
grinding irregularly shaped articles supported on 
said support, means for moving said form and 
work support in timed relation to alternately re 
peatedly position said belt on said Work and Space 
the belt therefrom in successive passes, means 
relatively spacing said form and said support aid 
means for determining the Spacing of said form 
and said support while the belt is positioned on 
Said work, and means for automatically adjlisting 
said determining means in steps in timed relation 
with said movement of said form and work to 
adjust Said form and Said Work toward each other, 
and means timing said adjusting means So as 
to effect said adjustment between passes when 
the belt is spaced from the work. 

3. In a belt grinder, having an adjustable belt 
positioning and shaping form and a work support, 
and having an abrasive belt and means for pass 
ing Said belt between said form and said support 
for grinding irregularly shaped articles supported 
On Said Support, means for moving said form 
and work Support in timed relation to alternately 
position said belt on said work and space the 
belt therefrom in successive passes, means rela 
tively spacing said form and said support and 
means for determining the spacing of said form 
and Support while said belt is positioned on said 
work, means for automatically relatively adjust 
ing Said determining means in steps in timed re. 
lation with the movement of said form and work 
while the form and work are being driven by said 
moving means to progressively adjust said forth 
and Said Work toward each other. 

4. In a belt grinder, having an adjustahle belt 
positioning and shaping form and a work holder, 
said form being supported on a nivoted sypnort 
and said work holder being supported on a pivoted 
Support, the pivot axes of both supports being 
parallel to each other, means for passing ath 
abrasive belt between said form and said sun 
port between and transversely of said axes with 
the abrasive fare nf the helt substantially parallel 
to said axes and faring the work holder and on 
sitioned and shaped by said form for grinding 
irregularly shaped work supnorted on said work 
holder, means for moving both slirports about 
their respective pivots in time? relation to move 
said belt positioning and shaping frorm and tha 
Work Surported on said work holder to alter 
nately separate said abrasive belt and said work 
and bring the abrasive side of said belt into con 
tact with said work and maintain contact as said 
belt moves progressively across the work, means 
for determining the sparing between said nivoted 
Supports diring contact of said work and said 
abrasive, and means act lated between contact 
periods for adj 'sting said determining means to 
a tomatically reduce said spacing between said 
Supports. 

5. A device as described in claim 3 in which 
the form moving means includes a cam for mov 
ing said form toward said work as the form is 
moved in timed relation. 

6. A device as claimed in claim 4 in which the 
automatic spacing reducing means includes a 
normally stationary abutment movable between 
contact periods and an auxiliary cam fixed with 
respect to said form and contacting said abut 
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ment and movable with said form about the piv 
oted support for said form for positioning said 
form with respect to said work. 

7. In combination, a belt, a tiltable guide for 
said belt, bleed nozzles arranged one adjacent 
One edge of Said belt and another adjacent th9 
other edge of said belt and normally closed by 
Said belt, a source of fluid pressure, a double act 
ing piston and cylinder construction connected 
with said tiltablis Support for tilting the Sane, 
means connecting said Source with both ends of 
said cylinder and means connecting one end of 
said cylinder with one of Said nozzles at one edge 
of Said belt and the other end With another of 
said nozzles at the other edge of said belt, a re 
striction in each line between said source and the 
respective end of said cylinder restricting the flow 
through said line to each cylinder end to less 
than the flow through an open nozzle whereby 
when the belt wanders sufficiently to uncover a 
nozzle, fluid will bleed from the respective end of 
Said cylinder reducing the pressure on that end 
Only to tilt Said Support and return said belt to 
centered position. 

8. In a belt grinder having a transversely tilt 
able pulley over which the belt runs and Which 
may be tilted transversely of the belt to trans 
Versely adjust the belt travel, a source of fluid 
preSSure, a chamber having a movable partition 
therein and connected on opposite sides of the 
partition With Said Source, two sets of bleeder 
nozzles arranged one adjacent each edge of said 
belt with the nozzles of each set arranged trans 
versely of said belt and with the belt passing over 
and closing said nozzles, a restriction in each con 
nection between said Source and said chamber 
Smaller than the restriction of said nozzles, said 
Sets of nozzles being connected With said cham 
ber, one on each side of said partition, means 
connecting said partition with said pulley to tilt 
said pulley transversely of said belt, whereby 
transverse movement of Said belt will uncover 
One or more of the nozzles of One set and bleed 
fluid from one side of said chamber and partition 
to cause the pressure on the other side to tilt, said 
pulley and return Said belt to its original posi 
tion. 

9. A belt grinder having an abrasive belt led 
between a work piece supported on a work sup 
port and a rigid belt shaping form comprising, a 
pair of pivots having substantially parallel axes 
arranged transversely of said belt, a work support 
mounted to move about one of said pivots, a form 
mounted to move about the other pivot in timed 
relation to said movement of said work support, 
a frane Supporting and locating said one pivot, a 
Slide mounted on Said frame for movement trans 
versely of said pivot axes and toward and from 
said work support, said other pivot being mount 
ed in and located by said slide, means for moving 
said work support and form about their respec 
tive pivots in timed relation to alternately bring 
Said belt into contact with said work piece and 
out of contact therewith, an auxiliary cam car 
ried by said slide and movable in timed relation 
With movement of said form about its pivot, and 
a nowable abutment carried by Said frame and 
means yieldingly urging Said auxiliary cam into 
contact with said abutment to position said slide 
and the form carried thereby and limit the nove 
ment of said slide while said belt is in contact 
With said work piece. 

10. Means for forming an elongated turbine 
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blade or the like comprising means for running 
an abrasive belt transversely across said blade, a 
Substantially unyielding rigid form mounted on a 
movable Support and urging said belt into a pre 
Selected shape and forcing said belt toward and 
into contact with said blade, a blade support for 
Substantially unyieldingly holding said blade and 
presenting said blade to said abrasive belt, means 
for moving said form and blade support in timed 
relation about parallel axes extending transverse 
ly of the run of said belt to present said blade to 
Said belt and force the belt into contact with said 
blade and to separate said belt and blade, means 
for Spacing Said form with respect to said blade 
Support comprising a movable abutment having 
definite positions with respect to said blade sup 
port, an auxiliary cam, means mounted on said 
movable form Support for relatively positioning 
said form and cam, means connected with said 
form for moving said cam in timed relation with 2 
the rotary movement of said form, means urging 
Said form Support toward said abutment to urge 
Said Cam into contact with said abutment and to 
Space Said form from said blade support. 

11. In a belt sander having an unyielding form 
for guiding an abrasive belt to accurately form 
an irregular article from unyielding material, 
means Supporting Said form for movement about 
an axis, means for supporting said article for 
movement about an axis spaced from and parallel 
to said first mentioned axis, gear means for driv 
ing said form and article about said parallei axes 
in registering timed relation, means for moving 
said form in a direction transversely of said axes 
toward and from said article, and means includ- : 
ing a sliding connection for connecting the gear 
means driving Said form with the gear means 
driving Said article to permit said transverse 
movement of Said form while maintaining said 
registering relation of said form and article. 

12. In a belt grinder, in which an abrasive belt 
is led between a work piece Supported on a work 
Support and a riigid belt Shaping form, a pair of 
pivots having substantially parallel axes extend 
ing transversely of said belt, and Substantially 
parallel to the face of said belt, a work Support, 
a form Support, one of said supports mounted 
to move about one of said pivots, the other ??? 
port mounted to move about the other pivot 
means for moving Said supports about their re 
Spective pivots in timed relation, a frame sup 
porting and locating said one pivot, a movable 
framework supporting and locating said other 
pivot and mounted on said frame for movement 
in opposite directions along the same path trans 
versely of Said pivot axes and toward and from 
said one support, a movable abutment carried by 
said frame, means yieldingly urging said frame 
Work toward said abutment, an auxiliary cam, 
means on Said framework coacting with said cam 
and yieldingly urging said cam into contact with 
Said abutment to positively position said frame 
Work, and the support carried thereby, with re 
Spect to said one support and limit the trans 
Verse movement of said framework, means for 
moving Said cam in timed relation with said Sup 
ports to repeatedly move said framework and said 
other Support in One direction along a predeter 
mined path transversely of said pivot axes to 
Ward said one support and in the opposite di 
rection along the same path away from said one 
Support, while said supports move about their 
respective pivots, to repeatedly bring said belt 
into contact with said work piece, positively rel 
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atively locate said two supports while the belt 
is in contact with said work piece and separate 
Said belt and work piece, and feed mechanism 
including means for moving said abutment in 
timed relation to movement of said supports about 
their pivots to gradually feed said supports to 
ward each other. 

13. In a belt grinder having means, including 
belt Supporting surfaces, for leading an abrasive 
belt between a work piece supported on a work 
support and a rigid belt shaping form, a pair of 
pivots having substantially parallel axes ex 
tending transversely of and substantially parallel 
to the face of said belt supporting surfaces, a work 
Support, a form Support, one of Said Stipports 
mounted to move about one of said pivots, the other 
Support mounted to move about the other pivot ili 
timed relation to the movement of said one Sup 
port, means for moving said supports about their 
respective pivots in timed relation, a frame Supw 
porting and locating said one pivot, a movable 
framework Supporting and locating said othei 
pivot and mounted on said frame for movement 
in opposite directions along the same path trans 
versely of said pivot axes and toward arid from 
said one support, means for Spacing Said Sup 
ports with respect to each other for grinding the 
workpiece to a predetermined size by positioning 
said framework with respect to said frame, com" 
prising positioning means on said frame, posi 
tioning means on said framework, and an auxil 
iary cam movable in timed relation With move 
ment of said supports about their axes arid co 
acting with said positioning means to position 
said framework, means for yieldingly urging said 
framework toward the positioning means on Said 
frame and urging said positioning means and 
said cam into coacting relation while th? Work 
piece is positioned on the belt. ? 

14. În a belt grinder having means, including 
belt supporting surfaces, for leading an abrasive 
belt between a work piece supported on a work 
support and a rigid belt shaping form, a pair of 
pivots having substantially parallel axes ar 
ranged transversely of, and substantially parallel 
to the face of, said belt supporting surfaces, a work 
support mounted to move about one of said pivots, 
a form mounted to move about the other pivot in 
timed relation to said movement of said work Sup 
port, means for moving said work support and form 
about their respective pivots in timed relation, 
a frame supporting and locating said one pivot, a 
framework supporting and locating said other 
pivot and mounted on said frame for movement 
in opposite directions along the same path trans 
versely of said pivot axes and toward and from 
said work support, means for spacing said support 
and form with respect to each other for grind 
ing the work piece to a predetermined size by 
positioning said framework with respect to said 
frame comprising, positioning means on Said 
frame, positioning means on said framework, and 
an auxiliary cam movable in timed relation with 
movement of Said supports about their axes and 
coacting with said positioning means to position 
said framework, means for yieldingly urging said 
framework toward the positioning means on said 
frame and urging both said positioning means 
and said cam into coacting relation while the 
Workpiece is positioned on the belt. 

15. In a belt grinder for shaping an elongated 
turbine blade or the like in which an abrasive belt 
is led between a blade supported on a blade sup 
port and a Substantially unyielding rigid belt 
shaping form, a pair of pivots having substantial 
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ly axes extending transversely of said belt and 
Substantially parallel to the face of said belt, a 
blade support, a form support, one of Said Sup 
ports mounted to move about one of Said pivotS, 
the other support mounted to move about the 
other pivot in timed relation to the movement of 
Said one Support, a frame Supporting and lo 
cating: said one pivot, a movable framework Sup 
porting and locating said other pivot and mount 
ed on Said frane for movement transversely of 
said pivot axes and toward and from said one Sup 
port, means for moving said Supports about their 
respective pivots in timed relation to repeatedly 
present said blade to Said belt and force said belt 
into contact with said blade and to separate said 
belt. and blade. between contact. periods, means 
for Spacing Said Supports with respect to each 
other for grinding the work piece to a predeter 
mined size by positioning said framework with 
respect to said frame, comprising positioning 
means on Said frame, positioning means on said 
framework, and an auxiliary can movable in 
timed relation with movement of said supports 
about their axes and coacting with said position 
ing means to position said framework, means for 
yieldingly urging said framework toward the 
positioning means on said frame and urging said 
Cam and both Said positioning means into coact 
ing relation while the work piece is positioned for 
grinding. 

16. In a belt grinder as claimed in claim 15 
means for adjusting one of Said positioning means 
in timed relation with the movement of said sup 
ports to gradually feed said form toward said 
blade, 

17. In a belt grinder for shaping an elongated 
turbine blade or the like in which an abrasive belt 
is led between a blade supported on a blade sup 
port and a Substantially unyielding rigid belt 
shaping form, a pair of pivots having substantial 
ly parallel axes extending transversely of said. 
belt and substantially parallel to the face of said 
belt, a blade support, a form support, one of said 
SupportS mounted to move about one of Said 
pivots, the other support mounted to move about 
the other pivot in timed relation to the movement 
of Said one support, a frame supporting and lo 
cating said one pivot, a movable framework sup 
porting and locating said other pivot and mount 
ed on said frame for movement transversely of 
Said pivot axes and toward and from said one 
Support, means for Oscillating said supports about 
their respective pivots in timed relation to re 
peatedly present said blade to said belt and force 
Said belt into contact with said blade between said 
blade and form and to separate said belt and 
blade between contact periods, means for spacing 
Said Supports with respect to each other for 
grinding the blades to a predetermined size by 
positioning said framework with respect to said 
frame, comprising positioning means on said 
frame, positioning means on said framework, and 
an auxiliary can reciprocable in timed relation 
With movement of said supports about their axes 
and Coacting With said positioning means to 
position said framework, means for yieldingly 
urging said framework toward the positioning 
means on Said frame and urging said positioning 
means and Said can into coacting relation, 
means for adjusting one of said positioning 
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means in timed relation with oscillation of said 

- Supports to gradually feed one of said supports 
toward the other support, and means for limit 
ing the extent of said feeding adjustment to limit 
the blade size. 75 
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18. In means for forming an elongated metal 

turbine blade or the like, a frame, a blade Support, 
mounted on Said frame for OScillation about an 
axis extending lengthwise of said blade, a mova 
ble framework mounted on said frame for move 
ment toward and from said blade support, a sub 
Stantially unyielding rigid metal form mounted 
On Said movable framework to oscillate about an 
axis parallel to said blade. Support axis, means 
for passing an abrasive belt transversely across 
Said blade and between said blade and form, 
means for oscillating said Support and form in 
timed relation about their respective axes to 
repeatedly force said belt into contact with said 
blade between said blade and form and alter 
nately space Said belt from Said blade, an auxili 
alry can, means for reciprocating Said cam in 
timed relation with the oscillation of Said Sup 
port and form, a movable abutment carried by 
Said frame, means urging Said framework to 
ward said abutment, means on said framework 
coating With Said cam and urging Said can into 
contact with Said abutment to position said 
framework with respect to Said blade support, and 
means actuated in timed relation. With Said OScil 
lations to adjust said abutment in steps while said 
belt is spaced from Said blade to gradually feed 
Said form to Ward Said blade. 

19. In a machine for finishing irregularly 
shaped articles, in combination, a travelling belt 
having an abrasive Surface, a Work Support, a 
contact roll for positioning the abrasive surface 
of said belt relative to a piece of work on said 
Support, Said roll having a peripheral depression 
therein constituting a developed impression of a 
Surface of a finished work piece, means for effect 
ing relative reciprocatory movements between 
Said roll and said work piece, Said means com 
prising positioning means having a predeter 
mined location with respect to said Work Support 
and positioning means having a predetermined 
location with respect to said roll axis, at least one 
of said positioning means being movable and con 
nected with its respective work support or roll to 
effect reciprocation thereof, a cam coacting with 
both said positioning means to relatively position 
Said Work Support and roll while Said belt is in 
contact with said work, and means to actuate said 
can to reciprocate said movable positioning 
means and effect said relative reciprocatory 
movement while said belt is in contact with Said 
work, and means for oscillating said roll about 
its axis in timed relation with said reciprocatory 
novementS. 
20. In a machine for finishing irregularly 

shaped articles, in combination, a travelling belt 
having an abrasive surface, a work support, a 
contact roll for positioning the abrasive surface 
of said belt relative to a piece of Work on said 
Support, Said roll having a peripheral depression 
therein constituting a developed impression of a 
surface of a finished work piece, means for effect 
ing relative reciprocatory movements between 
Said roll and Said Work piece, Said means compris 
ing positioning means having a predetermined 
location with respect to said work support and 
positioning means having a predetermined loca 
tion with respect to said roll axis, at least one of 
Said positioning means being movable and con 
nected with its respective work support or roll to 
effect reciprocation thereof, a cam coacting with 
both said positioning means to relatively position 
Said Work Support and roll while said belt is in 
contact with said work, and means to actuate said 
cam to reciprocate said movable positioning 
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means and effect said relative reciprocatory 
movement while said belt is in contact with said 
work, means for OScillating said roll about its axis 
in timed relation with said reciprocatory move 
ments, and means for effecting relative adjust- 5 
ment of Said roll and work Support toward each 
other by adjusting One of said positioning means 
with respect to its respective work support or roll 
in timed relation with the OScillation of Said roll, 
and means for limiting the extent of Said timed lo 
relative adjustment. 

SIGMUND A. CZARNECKI. 
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